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Abstract

In big cities, there are plenty of parking spaces,
but we often find nowhere to park. For example,
New York has 1.4 million cars and 4.4 million on-
street parking spaces, but it is still not easy to find a
parking place near our destination, especially dur-
ing peak hours. The reason is the lack of predic-
tion of parking behavior. If we could provide park-
ing behavior in advance, we can ease this parking
problem that affects human well-being. We ob-
serve that parking lots have periodic parking pat-
terns, which is an important factor for parking be-
havior prediction. Unfortunately, existing work ig-
nores such periodic parking patterns in parking be-
havior prediction, and thus incurs low accuracy.
To solve this problem, we propose PewLSTM, a
novel periodic weather-aware LSTM model that
successfully predicts the parking behavior based
on historical records, weather, environments, and
weekdays. PewLSTM has been successfully in-
tegrated into a real parking space reservation sys-
tem, ThsParking, which is one of the top smart
parking platforms in China. Based on 452,480
real parking records in 683 days from 10 park-
ing lots, PewLSTM yields 85.3% parking predic-
tion accuracy, which is about 20% higher than
the state-of-the-art parking behavior prediction
method. The code and data can be obtained from
https://github.com/NingxuanFeng/PewLSTM.

1 Introduction
In big cities, we often find it hard to find a parking space.
However, in building cities, designers usually reserve enough
parking spaces. For example, New York has at least 4.4 mil-

lion on-street parking spaces1, but has only 1.4 million cars2.
The reason why it is not easy to find a parking place, espe-
cially during peak hours, is the lack of prediction of parking
behavior. In this paper, for a parking lot, we express park-
ing behavior as the number of parking arrivals and depar-
tures in one hour, which can also be converted into the num-
ber of available parking spaces. Clearly, if we could provide
the parking behavior in advance, we can ease such a parking
problem that affects human well-being.

AI technology has transformed our everyday lives in many
aspects, and now AI is shaping our parking behavior. More
intelligent parking lots with AI management systems appear
in our cities. Among the intelligent parking management sys-
tems, providing the parking behavior prediction is the most
critical and beneficial function. First, accurate predictions can
save us time and effort to find a proper parking space. For
example, a motorist in New York spends an average of 107
hours per year on finding a parking space3, while such time
waste could be saved when we obtain the parking behavior
for the expected parking lots in advance. Second, based on
the precise parking behavior prediction, the parking lots can
be utilized more efficiently, and parking space reservations
can also be made based on the prediction. Third, based on the
parking behavior prediction, the department of transportation
is better able to understand the traffic conditions and dispatch
resources such as traffic police. However, parking behavior is
hard to predict, since it can be affected by many factors, such
as weather, weekdays, and environments.

Many intelligent parking methods and systems have been
developed in recent years, such as pricing parking [Pierce and
Shoup, 2013], on-street parking [Roman et al., 2018], smart

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/183505/number-of-vehicles-
in-the-united-states-since-1990

2https://edc.nyc/article/new-yorkers-and-their-cars
3https://www.thedrive.com/sheetmetal/12389/new-study-shows-

how-much-time-and-money-we-waste-on-parking
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vehicle parking [Shahzad et al., 2018], and smart parking
guidance [Fang et al., 2017]. However, none of these works
involve parking behavior prediction. A real-time parking
space availability system [Caicedo et al., 2012] has been de-
veloped, but this work only considers historical records. The
state-of-the-art parking behavior prediction research [Feng et
al., 2019] used regression methods regarding parking records
and weather, but we find that their method only considers
parking arrivals without departures, and ignores the periodic
parking patterns and thus incurs low accuracy. Even worse,
they can only predict parking behavior in one hour, while we
are looking forward to a long-term prediction.

Building an accurate long-term parking behavior predic-
tion system requires overcoming three challenges. The first
challenge is to find an appropriate model that can understand
the complicated parking-related behaviors by using historical
records and other factors such as weather and time informa-
tion. The second challenge is how to involve the complex
periodic parking patterns, including the influence from a spe-
cific time in the past. For example, customers would like to
drive to a shopping mall every Friday night for discounts, and
such patterns should be integrated. The third challenge is how
to predict parking behavior for a long time in the future with
the current data.

We propose PewLSTM, a periodic weather-aware LSTM
model for long-term car parking behavior prediction. First,
to depict the parking behavior for a parking lot, we use both
the arrivals and departures, because these two indicators de-
pict changes in parking vehicles. Second, to involve weather
information, we add input gates for weather information into
the LSTM block. The cell state and hidden state are decided
by both previous states and weather information. Third, to
utilize the periodic parking patterns from historical records,
we add special gates into the LSTM block to input the hidden
states from past specific time steps when certain conditions
are met, such as the same time in previous weekdays.

Our proposed periodic LSTM with weather-aware gating
mechanism, PewLSTM, has been integrated into a real park-
ing system, ThsParking4 (developed by Huaching Tech5),
which is one of the top smart parking platforms in China.
Based on the prediction, the parking system can launch a seg-
mented pricing strategy to utilize parking spaces better and
gain more profit.

We evaluate PewLSTM with real parking records. We col-
lect 452,480 parking records from 10 parking lots. These
records come from different environments, including ho-
tels, shopping malls, and streets. Along with these parking
records, we have collected related weather and date infor-
mation. When predicting parking behavior in the next hour,
PewLSTM achieves 85.3% arrival accuracy and 84.6% de-
parture accuracy; for the next two hours, PewLSTM achieves
76.4% arrival accuracy and 73.1% departure accuracy; and
for the next three hours, its arrival accuracy is 68.6% and
its departure accuracy is 68.5%. On average, PewLSTM
achieves 20% higher accuracy than the state-of-the-art park-
ing prediction method [Feng et al., 2019].

4http://www.thsparking.com
5http://www.huaching.com

We summarize our contributions as follows.
1) We exhibit our observations, insights, and rules about

the periodic patterns from different parking records, types of
parking lots, and weather factors.

2) We propose PewLSTM, a periodic LSTM with weather-
aware gating mechanism, which incorporates the weather and
periodic parking patterns for parking behavior prediction.

3) We evaluate PewLSTM with real parking records and it
achieves 85.3% accuracy, which is about 20% higher than the
state-of-the-art method.

2 Related Work
As far as we know, this work is the first to use the LSTM-
based method to predict parking behavior by using records
along with weather information.

2.1 Vehicle Parking
Many studies have been conducted on different aspects of
vehicle parking, including parking demand prediction [Alho
and Silva, 2014], smart parking guidance [Yoo et al., 2008;
Idris et al., 2009; Fang et al., 2017], parking space predic-
tion [Caicedo et al., 2012; Hössinger et al., 2014; Chen, 2014;
Zheng et al., 2015; Vlahogianni et al., 2016; Badii et al.,
2018], and parking behavior prediction [Feng et al., 2019].
The regression-based parking behavior prediction [Feng et
al., 2019] is the closest work to PewLSTM, which also con-
siders weather conditions. They explored linear regression,
ridge regression [Le Cessie and Van Houwelingen, 1992],
Lasso regression [Hans, 2009], decision tree [Safavian and
Landgrebe, 1991], and random forest [Liaw et al., 2002] to
predict the parking arrivals in one hour, and found that ran-
dom forest achieves the highest accuracy.

However, the work [Feng et al., 2019] has three limita-
tions. First, it provides the prediction for only parking ar-
rivals, without departures. Departures are equally important
as to arrivals, and they together define the parking behavior.
Second, it does not provide the prediction results for more
than one hour, which limits the applicability, since users may
plan to book a parking space in an uncertain future. Third,
their methods fail to capture the periodic patterns from long
periods of time. For example, the parking space availability
may have strong correlations with previous parking patterns,
such as weekday and holiday patterns. Even worse, that work
used records from only one parking lot for validation, which
cannot represent all parking lots. Different types of parking
lots exhibit various parking behaviors, and the locations of
parking lots have a high influence on parking behaviors. For
example, in holidays, the parking lots near a shopping mall
are busy while the parking lots in an industrial area are idle.

2.2 Recurrent Neural Network
Recurrent neural network (RNN) [Rumelhart et al., 1986] is
a neural network that incorporates temporal sequence data as
input. RNN performs recursion along the temporal sequence.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997] is a kind of RNN and its basic unit is a cell or
called LSTM block. An LSTM block is usually composed
of input gates, forget gates, and output gates, which can cap-
ture the complex non-linear relations among different factors.
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Figure 1: Periodic parking patterns for P2 at hour granularity.

LSTM has been applied to different aspects of our daily life,
such as financial market prediction [Wang et al., 2019], dis-
ease progression modeling [Zhang et al., 2019], predictive
phenotyping [Fu et al., 2019], text categorization [Huang et
al., 2019], and sentiment analysis [Xing et al., 2019]. Partic-
ularly, LSTM conquers the limitations that the state-of-the-art
parking behavior prediction method [Feng et al., 2019] failed
to consider from long and short terms.

3 Observations
In this section, we exhibit our parking behavior observations
and analysis, which are also the motivation of this work.

Data. We collect both parking and weather data. For park-
ing data, we collect 452,480 real parking records from 10
parking lots (detailed in Section 5.1). In our study, we re-
duce the analysis granularity to one hour, which is the same
as [Feng et al., 2019]. In this section, we use roughly the
parking counts of arriving cars in the parking lot within one
hour as an indicator to reflect the parking behavior. For
weather information, we collect the weather data, including
temperature, humidity, wind speed, and precipitation, from
the national weather service.

Observation 1: Periodic Parking Patterns. Periodic park-
ing patterns refer to that the arrivals and departures of a park-
ing lot repeat in a cyclical and predictable manner. We find
that most parking lots follow certain periodic parking pat-
terns. For illustration, we show in Figure 1 the parking counts
at hour granularity for parking lot P2 (see Table 1), which is
close to a commercial street. Figure 1 shows that the parking
lot follows a pattern that it is busy during the day (from 9am
to 9pm). The reason is that the nearby shops open at 9am and
close at 9pm. People go to these shops during the day and
this activity lasts until the evening. Similar periodic parking
patterns also exist at week and month granularities.

Observation 2: Types of Parking Lots. The types of park-
ing lots also make the parking behaviors different from each
other. For illustration, in Figure 2, we show the parking
counts of two parking lots: the parking lot P4 located in an
industrial park, and the parking lot P6 located near a market
(see Table 1). We can see that these two parking lots show
totally different behaviors. For explanation, people drive to
work during working days, so P4 is busy only from Monday
to Friday. In contrast, people tend to go to the market on
weekends, so P6 is busy on Saturday and Sunday.

Observation 3: Influence of Different Weather Factors on
Parking Behavior. The parking behavior exhibits different
correlations with various weather factors. For illustration, we
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(a) P4: industrial park.
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(b) P6: market.

Figure 2: Different types of parking lots.
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(b) Wind speed.

Figure 3: Weather influence on parking behavior for P3.

show in Figure 3 the average parking count of the parking
lot P3 (see Table 1), which is close to a shopping mall. We
show the relationship between the parking count and the rel-
ative humidity in Figure 3 (a), which implies that the parking
behavior has a strong relationship with the relative humidity.
Figure 3 (a) further implies that people are more willing to go
to the mall in fine weather instead of rainy weather. We show
the relationship between parking count and the wind speed in
Figure 3 (b). We find that for this shopping mall, the wind
speed shows less correlation with parking behavior.

4 Parking Behavior Prediction
4.1 Problem Definition
The problem we are trying to solve is how to predict the park-
ing behavior for a given hour in the future by using the previ-
ous parking records and weather information.

Parking Behavior Definition. In this study, the parking be-
havior for a parking lot is defined by its arrivals and depar-
tures, as shown below. N represents the natural number do-
main.

• Arrivals. The sequence of the number of arrivals for the
pastK time steps is C = {ct−K , ... , ct−2, ct−1} ∈ NK ,
where t represents the current time and ci represents the
parking number of arrivals of the past i-th hour.

• Departures. The sequence of the number of de-
partures for the past K time steps is D =
{dt−K , ... , dt−2, dt−1} ∈ NK , where t represents the
current time and di represents the parking number of de-
partures of the past i-th hour.

Significance. Different from parking space prediction,
parking behavior prediction contains more information for
both users and owners of parking lots. For example, a park-
ing lot is worth waiting if the number of departures dt is
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large, even if the parking lot is full (parking space predic-
tion is useless in this case since the predicted results show
no vacancy). When we obtain the number of arrivals and de-
partures for a parking lot, we can further obtain its growth of
parking space usage by subtracting the amount of departures
from the amount of arrivals, which is very useful for smart
parking systems.

4.2 Preliminaries
A typical LSTM model can be formulized as the following
equations, where at the time step t, ht represents the hidden
state, xt represents the input vector, ct represents the cell sate,
and ft, it, and ot are the forget gate, input gate, and output
gate. W and b are related weight matrices. Additionally, σ in-
dicates the sigmoid activation function, � indicates element-
wise multiplication, and φ indicates the tanh function.

ft = σ(Wfxxt +Wfhht−1 + bf )

it = σ(Wixxt +Wihht−1 + bi)

gt = φ(Wgxxt +Wghht−1 + bg)

ot = σ(Woxxt +Wohht−1 + bo)

ct = gt � it + ct−1 � ft

ht = φ(ct)� ot

(1)

Challenges. We meet two challenges in applying LSTM in
parking behavior prediction. The first is how to involve peri-
odic parking patterns since typical LSTM does not have the
periodic design. The second is how to design the path from
sources of parking patterns and weather into the various parts
within the LSTM block.

4.3 PewLSTM Design
In this part, we show our design of PewLSTM for parking
behavior prediction and our solutions to the challenges men-
tioned in Section 4.2.

Model Overview. We show the model overview of PewL-
STM for parking behavior prediction in Figure 4. To involve
the periodic parking patterns, we add input gates for hidden
states from previous LSTM functions at the same time at day,
weekday, and month granularities. For example, for a time t,
the current parking behavior may be influenced by the park-
ing behavior at the same time from previous days (day gran-
ularity), so we add a gate for hidden states from the previous
“t − 24 · n” time step, where n is a positive integer. For ex-
ample, people would like to park cars at a parking lot near
a restaurant at noon, and the parking behavior at noon has a
strong correlation with previous behaviors at noon in the past
days. The parking behavior may be influenced by the same
time from last week and last month, so we add gates for in-
putting the time pattern influence at the same time from the
past LSTM states. As for model input, each LSTM function
receives both weather information and records: for weather
input, we design special gates for receiving weather informa-
tion, including temperature, humidity, wind speed, and pre-
cipitation; for parking record input, the record includes the
arrival and departure times, date, and weekday information.

same time in different days

LSTM … LSTM … LSTM … LSTM … LSTM … LSTM ……

same time in different months

same time in different weeks

time

prediction

January

January

Tuesday8
Tue.

Figure 4: PewLSTM overview.
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Figure 5: PewLSTM block.

PewLSTM Block. The LSTM function in PewLSTM is
composed of PewLSTM blocks, as shown in Figure 5. Tra-
ditional LSTM block uses input gate it, output gate ot, and
forget gate ft to control dataflow in LSTM. We argue that
for parking behavior prediction, we need to additionally in-
volve 1) periodic pattern influence and 2) weather informa-
tion. We consider these two factors as new gates involved
in our PewLSTM model. We show our periodic LSTM
block with weather-aware gating mechanism in Figure 5. The
main difference between our PewLSTM block and traditional
LSTM block lies in the gates for previous periodic records
hday/week/mon and weather input weathert. First, for peri-
odic time influence, the hidden states at the same time from
previous steps are represented as hday , hweek, and hmon, and
we design a special weight gate δ to integrate these input hid-
den states with ht−1. The weight gate δ iterates continuously
during training, adjusting the weight of each parameter in the
model to achieve better results, as shown in Equation 2. Sec-
ond, for weather influence, a weather-aware gating mecha-
nism has been integrated into the PewLSTM block, as rep-
resented in Equation 3. We argue that the current weather
information, along with the parking records and the previous
parking patterns together decide the parking behaviors in the
future. Based on this assumption, after a sigmoid function
processing, the weather aspect vector et is integrated to ft,
it, and ot. Therefore, the cell state ct and the hidden state ht
are influenced by the previous hidden states, cell states, the
current weather information, and the periodic patterns.

ho = δ(Wdhday +Wwhweek +Wmhmon +Wt−1ht−1) (2)

et = σ(Weweathert + bf ) (3)

Input Gates. The input gate it decides the amount of data
that can be accumulated to the cell state ct from the previous
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state ct−1. Different from the traditional input gates, the input
gate in our model integrates the input vector xt, the weighted
hidden state ho, and the weather input et, as shown in Equa-
tion 4.

it = σ(Wixxt +Wihho +Wfeet + bi)

gt = φ(Wgxxt +Wghho + bg)
(4)

Forget Gates. The forget gate abandons unnecessary infor-
mation so that only the useful information is retained in the
cell state. Similar to the input gate, along with ht−1 and the
input vector xt, the weather information and periodic hidden
states from previous time steps also affect the retention from
the ct−1 state to the ct state, as shown in Equation 5.

ft = σ(Wfxxt +Wfoho +Wfeet + bf ) (5)

Output Gates. The output gate is used to control the data
flow from the current input to the hidden state ht, as shown
in Equation 6. Similarly, the weighted hidden state ho, input
vector xt, and weather information together decide the output
ot, which is different from the traditional output gate.

ot = σ(Woxxt +Wohho +Wfeet + bo) (6)

Cell States. Traditional cell state is decided by previous
state ct−1, forget gate ft, input gate it, and gt. We need
to involve the periodic and weather information into the cell
state. However, ft and it already preserve these information.
Hence, the expression of the cell state ct keeps the same as in
Equation 1, and so does to the hidden state ht.

Future Prediction. To predict the parking behavior in a fu-
ture time step t + k (k is a positive integer), we recursively
predict the states in the near future, and input the predicted
states into the model to predict the farther future states. Note
that the periodic pattern influence also applies to the future
prediction.

4.4 Model Details
Our PewLSTM model proposed in Section 4.3 needs further
developments for different data formats.

Input Layer. The input layer receives the input data for pre-
processing. In our model, the processing granularity is one
hour, so parking records are converted on an hourly granular-
ity. Along with the parking records, the input weather data,
including temperature T , humidity H , precipitation P , and
wind speed W , are normalized to [0,1]. For example, as for
temperature, the corresponding sequence for the past K time
steps is T = {Tt−K , ... , Tt−2, Tt−1}, where Ti represents
the temperature of the past i-th hour.

Deep PewLSTM Layers. Different from traditional single-
layer LSTM, we stack multiple PewLSTM layers together to
form a deep neural network to capture the relations among
parking records and other useful factors. Between two PewL-
STM layers, the output of a PewLSTM block in one layer is
the input to a PewLSTM block in the following layer.

ParkingLot Space# Record# Surrounding Location(district/city/province)

P1 23 22,388 hotel Haishu, Ningbo, Zhejiang
P2 87 208,472 commercial street Haishu, Ningbo, Zhejiang
P3 9 31,187 shopping mall Yinzhou, Ningbo, Zhejiang
P4 62 4,335 industrial park Yinzhou, Ningbo, Zhejiang
P5 46 28,804 hotel Yinzhou, Ningbo, Zhejiang
P6 16 32,009 market Yuelu, Changsha, Hunan
P7 31 49,707 market Yuelu, Changsha, Hunan
P8 27 46,365 shopping mall Yuelu, Changsha, Hunan
P9 49 5,808 shopping mall Yuhua, Changsha, Hunan

P10 65 23,405 community Yuhua, Changsha, Hunan

Table 1: Parking lot information.

Output Layer. Because the final output from the model is
the predicted parking numbers of arrivals and departures, we
add a feed-forward neural network following the deep PewL-
STM layers for post-processing. Similar processes have been
conducted in previous research, such as [Kong et al., 2017].

5 Experiments
5.1 Experimental Setup
Methodology. We evaluate the prediction accuracy of five
methods for the future three hours. The “PewLSTM” method
is our periodic LSTM with weather-aware gating mechanism
based on all influencing factors. The “simple LSTM” method
is an LSTM implementation based on only parking records
without other factors. The “regression” method is the state-
of-the-art parking behavior prediction method [Feng et al.,
2019]. The “regression” method in [Feng et al., 2019] only
provides results in one hour, and we extend their work for
the future three hours. Additionally, we evaluate PewLSTM
without periodic patterns denoted as “PewLSTM (w/o peri-
odic)”, and PewLSTM without weather information denoted
as “PewLSTM (w/o weather)”. Note that the algorithms in-
volve a data preprocessing procedure to filter the noisy data
and the training process has 300 epochs. The accuracy is de-
fined in Equation 7.

accuracy = 1− |countobserved − countpredicted|
countobserved

(7)

Datasets. In this paper, our parking datasets are composed
of parking records from 10 parking lots in China, including
shopping malls, hotels, communities, and so on6. We list the
total number of parking spaces, parking records, surround-
ings, and location for each parking lot in Table 1. The dataset
spans 23 months from October 16th, 2017 to August 30th,
2019, which consists of 452,480 parking records in 683 days.
For each record, we obtain the parking information includ-
ing the arrival time, the departure time, date, parking space,
and the price. Please note that the parking records with a du-
ration of less than five minutes are regarded as noise data.
The related weather dataset includes the hourly weather data
from four districts where the 10 parking lots are built. For
each hour, we collect the related weather information includ-
ing temperature, wind speed, precipitation, and humidity.

6https://github.com/NingxuanFeng/PewLSTM
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Figure 6: Arrival prediction accuracy.
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Figure 7: Departure prediction accuracy.

5.2 Prediction Accuracy Evaluation

We show the arrival prediction accuracy in Figure 6, and the
departure prediction accuracy in Figure 7. We have the fol-
lowing findings.

First, our periodic LSTM with weather-aware gating mech-
anism achieves the highest prediction accuracy in most cases.
For arrivals, PewLSTM achieves an accuracy of 85.3% in one
hour, 76.4% in two hours, and 68.6% in three hours. In con-
trast, the regression method achieves 57.8% accuracy in one
hour, 51.2% in two hours, and 50.0% in three hours. For de-
partures, PewLSTM achieves an accuracy of 84.6% in one
hour, 73.1% in two hours, and 68.5% in three hours. The
“PewLSTM (w/o periodic)” and “PewLSTM(w/o weather)”
achieve a moderate accuracy that is higher than the simple
LSTM. This implies that periodic patterns and weather infor-
mation are useful for improving prediction accuracy.

Second, with the growth of the prediction time, the pre-
diction accuracy decreases. In our method, to predict park-
ing behavior at a far time point, we recursively input the pre-
dicted results in a near time point into the model. We use the
predicted results as training data, which inevitably introduces
uncertainties and noise factors. However, our PewLSTM still
maintains high accuracy in terms of long-term predictions:
for every additional hour of prediction, the accuracy drops by
only 8.5% for arrivals and 7.9% for departures on average.

Third, the arrival prediction accuracy is higher than the de-
parture prediction accuracy. The reason is that departure sit-
uations are more complex than arrival situations. The depar-
ture is also affected by the purpose or event from the driver
side during parking, which is hard to capture. However, even
in the departure prediction, our prediction accuracy is only
1.2% lower than that in arrival prediction.

5.3 Deployment
Our periodic LSTM with weather-aware gating mecha-
nism has been integrated into a real smart parking system,
ThsParking, which is designed to provide users with conve-
nient and fast parking. The system mainly provides services
of online payment, smart self-parking by phones, and parking
space reservation.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we argue that periodic patterns shall be involved
in parking behavior prediction. We have shown that parking
behaviors exhibit strong periodic patterns, and such parking
patterns shall be retained in classic LSTM models. To ad-
dress this problem, we proposed a novel periodic LSTM with
weather-aware gating mechanisms for parking behavior pre-
diction, which considers the periodic patterns from parking
records and weather data. We exhibited our model, data col-
lection, and data processing in detail. We evaluate our pro-
posed model with 10 parking lots in different cities, and ex-
periments show that our model achieves 85.3% prediction ac-
curacy, which is about 20% higher than the state-of-the-art
prediction method.
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